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From ‘The Importance of Trees in Town ‘ by Tessa Mills FRPS
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A PFH exhibition launch at Barbourne in 2013.
Pictures by Clive Haynes FRPS
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Meet the members

Welcome to Peter Young!
I started in the late 1960s, when I
worked at the University of Adelaide, by
teaching myself basic black and white
film processing and printing.
During those years, I created the role of
Departmental Photographer.
Now, after a decade of digital, I am a
Volunteer Photographer at Croome,
creating

images

for

the

Croome

website and social media. This has
been a great apprenticeship for taking
pictures I otherwise wouldn’t have
done, and has given me confidence in
approaching strangers and asking if I
can photograph them!
Otherwise, I am a keen amateur, but
don’t limit myself to any particular type
of photography; I am a great believer in
the
example in the Sheep picture (above) – and finding the
view at popular places that other people don’t notice – as
with the Track at Hidcote (top).

Don’t forget WCC members are welcome
to go along to Croome as volunteer
photographers - see the website for
details or contact Pam Turner.

Sheffield

Park

Red

Acer

Pampas Grass
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‘decisive

moment’
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as for

Members’ images
One of my recent postings to the
WCC Google+ Community was
'The Entangled Grove'. It was
fascinating

to

rearrange

the

content of the original image,
splitting it into three, to produce
a picture with very different
feeling. When presented as a
triptych, the image introduced
more visual tension and a strong
sense of malevolence.
Clive Haynes FRPS

For Sale (Members’ items)
James Woodend says: I have a brand-

See last week’s newsletter

new, unused, Manfrotto MBAG80PN

for details of Les’s Fuji XT-1

tripod carrying bag for sale ( does

which is also for sale.

not fit my tripod) . About £52 new,
would part with it for £20.

Jeff’s pictures last week reminded me of this gull in Brittany

For
e!
Sal

which had found a stash of restaurant seafood debris to raid,
and was repeatedly dropping crab claws and the like on the
concrete walkway to access his dinner!
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Ruth Bourne

Diary

Competitions and Exhibitions
Last chance for the Societies’ February comps - closing tomorrow, February 28 2017.

Wed 8 March RBSA Gallery Mixing

Road Trip - images from your travels no matter how or where you got there.

Photography and Art

Living World Photography Competition - all types of wildlife living in their natural Midlands-based photographer and gallerist,
environments. Let's see your best!

Simon Bruntnell will provide an insight into

Happiness Welcome to The Society of Wedding & Portrait Photographers open to all photography in this fascinating talk. He
competition.

specialises in photographing work by artists
based in the UK and abroad.
FREE for Friends, Members & Associates /

TPA Close-up closes 28th Feb. Win a HolgaGlo!

£5 Guests. Booking essential.
321 AV challenge - why not have a go? Closes 31st March - you have time!
Sun 2nd April 2017
Also there’s still time to enter an AV to be shown at the Worcestershire AV Group day in Worcestershire AV Group Annual AV Day.
Perdiswell, 10.00 (for 10.30) -4.45 pm

April (see Diary) - 18th March closing date.

Details and booking forms here. Full day
VECC closes 28th February! As they are our guests this week, why not support their Photo £10 or afternoon only £6, optional lunch
£10 (please book at least 10 days in
2017 and make a submission?
advance).

South Birmingham closes 4th March.
Robin Hood closes 28th April.

Don’t forget to check out the Ad hoc events
on the members’ website. Still a few places
available for Liverpool and Havergate.

Take five…
Newer members may not be aware that MFA in Kidderminster have not only kindly
sponsored our programme for some years, but also offer WCC members a discount on
mount board, pre-cut mounts, frames and other supplies. (Just mention membership and
ideally have your card to show if requested.) We have found them very helpful. We
popped in last week to collect an order and found they also have a few packs of end-ofline 50x40 black frames (pretty much our standard club frames, a narrow black) on offer at
4 for £20 - a bargain! They take large or small orders, individual or group.
Do try out the Flipboard WCC “magazine” it’s updated regularly with all sorts of
articles, hints, tips and image collections.
Take a few minutes & have a browse…

Commercial
Introduction to Studio lighting Workshop
in Birmingham 5 April 2017 - limited space.
£25. The course is run by Simon Burfoot
and Brian Collier of The Flash Centre. This is
a training day and not a sales day. The
techniques we will show are relevant to
any type of off-camera flash system
including speedlites.

PAGB News
News 180
And

there’s

also

the

Photography Show Special.
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180

Extra

-

Awards and Distinctions. A personal assessment by Bob Moore
This article is reproduced from PAGB News 179 by kind permission of Bob.

Bob Moore is a Past President of the Royal Photographic Society and has been involved in club photography as a
lecturer and judge for over 50 years. He has Fellowships of the RPS in Nature and Visual Arts. He is a Fellow of the
Irish Photographic Federation and a Fellow of the British Institute of Professional Photography. He is also a Master,
PAGB and an HonPAGB.
Photo by John Burrows DPAGB, BPE2*

Many years ago, when I first joined a

but also with the standing, recognition and

single

photographic society, a member had

status of the awards in the camera club

photographers are very used to submitting

recently gained his Associateship of The

community.

single images to club competitions and

Royal Photographic Society. At the time, I

image

concept

and

club

exhibitions. It can be confusing to explain

had no idea what ARPS meant but I was

At workshops and clubs, I’ve been asked to

the panelling system the RPS requires.

soon to find out.

explain the difference between the two

Club photographers rarely work in panels.

methods of achieving the coveted letters.
Suddenly, this photographer was treated

On the face of it perhaps you would think

The final difference is at the highest level

with a huge amount of respect by the

not very much, but nothing could be

with the judging of Master PAGB and RPS

other club members. Being a competitive

further from the truth, although the

Fellowship submissions. These are the

sort of guy, I thought, if I ever reach a good

number of prints or PDIs required for

distinctions

enough standard, that’s the direction I

submission is essentially the same for both

enthusiastic and talented photographers

would like to follow. I joined the RPS, as

the RPS and PAGB. 10 images are required

strive to attain. They are the pinnacle of

many others do, to pursue an interest in

for an LRPS or a CPAGB, Usually, 15 images

achievement in organised photography.

for a DPAGB or an ARPS and 20 images for

The PAGB encourages diversity and all

FRPS or MPAGB.

images

the distinctions. To be judged by my peers.
There was no Licentiateship in 1972, it was
introduced

later

and,

by

which

are

many

viewed

competitive,

and

assessed

individually before an open audience

working

Any photographer can apply for RPS

which may well, and often does, include

obsessively hard, I applied for an ARPS (12

distinctions providing he is a paid-up

the applicants. All images are marked to a

prints in those days) and, even with no

member of the RPS. To apply for a PAGB

predetermined standard and criteria by six

guidance or advice, I was successful. Lucky,

award,

paid-up

experienced PAGB “Main List” judges. The

I guess.

members of an affiliated PAGB club and

20 images are marked electronically and

they must also have supported the club

when totalled, the application in full must

before applying for a minimum period.

reach the pass mark. The whole process is

Back then, and in previous decades, if club

applicants

must

be

photographers wanted to have their work

clearly defined and, whilst all judging is

assessed for possible recognition, it was

There is a significant financial difference.

subjective to a degree, the assessment is

the RPS route or nothing. This changed in

The PAGB requires a one-off fee to apply

as transparent as it can be.

1994, when the PAGB introduced their

for assessment and, if successful, the

version of awards, the CPAGB, DPAGB and

appropriate

letters

MPAGB (Credit, Distinction and Master).

perpetuity.

RPS

This was an innovative scheme, aimed

members only and to keep using the

attendance but the FRPS is held in camera.

solely at members of PAGB-affiliated

letters after one’s name it is necessary to

If the submitted application is thought to

clubs. At the time, there were many

pay a yearly membership fee. This is not

reach the required standard by a Council

doubters and sceptics as to whether it

unique to the RPS and is in keeping with

appointed panel of judges, it must go

would be successful and whether club

other learned societies.

before the Fellowship Board which again

can

be

Distinctions

used

in

Applications for RPS Licentiateship and

are

for

Associateship are held with an audience in

photographers would accept a new and

judges [moderates] the application. Many

alternative method of achieving letters

Additionally, the assessment process is

submissions

getting

through

via

the

after their names.

different. The RPS mainly requires images

appointed panels, fail at this second

to be submitted as “coherent” panels and

hurdle. This is carried out privately and has

The sceptics have been proven wrong,

are judged as such. The PAGB Adjudicators

caused

indeed very wrong. The PAGB awards have

view each submitted image individually

discontent. Members of the Fellowship

gone from strength to strength, not only

and there is no requirement for them to be

Board are appointed, not elected. But, you

with numbers of applications increasing

related. Club photography is based on the

pay your money and take your chances. I
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some

disappointment

and

believe that most camera club members,

The RPS has an international and global

RPS and more RPS members get involved

estimated at over 35,000, prefer the more

reputation for its distinctions. Quite rightly

with camera clubs, which could bring both

transparent adjudication methods of the

so. They are important, especially with

organisations closer together, working for

PAGB.

photographers from other countries. But I

the general good and well-being of UK

do

photography.

believe

that

club

photographers

Since its inception, the reputation of the

recognise that they now have alternative

PAGB Awards has slowly gained in status

ways of gaining recognition through the

There

and prominence and must be considered

PAGB and grass roots camera clubs. The

difference between the two organisations,

as highly as the very best photographic

PAGB is a very democratic organization,

but their aims are basically the same and

awards and distinctions. The number of

with representatives elected from every

It's in all our interests that the two main

applications is growing year on year. In my

member Federation and its Adjudications

bodies in UK organised photography stay

club, with 40 or so members, in the last 2

are held country wide. I think it's a shame

strong and influential.

years or so, Arden has had members apply

that less than 10% of the RPS membership

for around 15 PAGB awards but only a

bothered to vote for the Council election,

Their job is to promote good photography.

couple

many of them camera club members.

Whichever distinctions/ awards route you

distinctions. I think that implies a greater

There is a general apathy that is, perhaps,

chose to follow, I wish you every success.

acceptance and interest in the PAGB

something both organisations should try to

awards, reflected in many Clubs I have

address.

visited.

members should get involved with the

have

applied

for

the

RPS

Perhaps

more

camera

is

a

club

massive

organisational

Bob Moore

Bob’s article usefully outlines some of the similarities and differences between PAGB and RPS distinctions; you may also note that, like Bob, a
number of our members in fact hold distinctions from both organisations, so it’s not an ‘either/or’ situation, you can, of course, do both!
We do hope that members will find the new club diplomas a useful lead-in to distinctions, and I know a couple of members are currently on
the OU/RPS photography course which is also a great way to work towards a distinction.
As WCC Chair in 2012-13, I adopted ‘Have a Go’ as our motto for the year, whether at exhibitions, competitions or distinctions, and we had a
great response with a big upsurge in the number of members gaining distinctions from RPS and PAGB (including my own LRPS.) It would be
great to have a similar boost this year and next, so why not have a go at something new yourself?
Here’s a bit more from John on PAGB and support on offer. If you are interested in a PAGB distinction, do sign up for PAGB mentoring (John is a
mentor); it’s one of the strengths of our club that we have so many members able and willing to help each other.
Editor

Back in 2012, in the knowledge that the April 2013 PAGB Awards for Photographic Merit were
to be held in Birmingham, I decided to promote these Awards to Club Members. We had a
number of successes in the early 2000's but then nothing. During this process I built up a fund
of knowledge of the scheme and attended several adjudications in different parts of the
country with fellow members. The list of members with PAGB Distinctions has now grown. As
then, I am very willing to give advice and help you as much as I can.
Apart from your work being up to the required standard - an obvious requirement only known
for certain on the day - there are several things that members can do to enhance their chance
of success. One of these is to attend a workshop, where some of those experienced judges who
will decide your fate on the day can look at your work and advise you whether or not you have
the quality of work that the panel will be looking for.
Such a workshop will take place in our region later this year and I will make sure that you
have all the details as soon as I know them.
John Burrows DPAGB BPE2* .
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